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Effects of asymmetric salt and a cylindrical macroion on charge inversion:
Electrophoresis by molecular dynamics simulations

Motohiko Tanaka
National Institute for Fusion Science, Toki 509-5292, Japan

~Received 8 May 2003; revised manuscript received 4 August 2003; published 11 December 2003!

The charge inversion phenomenon is studied by molecular dynamics simulations, focusing on size and
valence asymmetric salts, and a threshold of surface charge density for charge inversion. The charge inversion
criteria by the electrophoretic mobility and the radial distribution functions of ions coincide except around the
charge inversion threshold. The reversed electrophoretic mobility increases with the ratio of coion to counter-
ion radii, a2/a1, while it decreases with the ratio of coion to counterion valences,Z2/Z1. The monovalent
salt enhances charge inversion of a strongly charged macroion at small salt ionic strength, while it reduces
reversed mobility otherwise. A cylindrical macroion is more persistent to monovalent salt than a spherical
macroion of the same radius and surface charge density.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.061501 PACS number~s!: 82.45.2h, 61.25.Hq, 82.20.Wt
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I. INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of reverting the charge sign of la
ions due to other ions and salts in water solution was kno
to physical chemists as charge inversion or overscreening
half a century@1#. More recently, it also attracted a signifi
cant attention of physicists@2–17#. Charge inversion is now
understood to be the generic phenomenon that occur
strongly correlated charged systems. It has far reaching
sequences in biological and chemical worlds. In particula
seems to be a decisive ingredient in modern gene ther
facilitating the delivery of genes~negatively charged DNA!
through cell walls of predominantly negative potentia
@18,19#.

In our previous papers, we adopted static@12# and dy-
namical@13# models to study charge inversion of the sphe
cal macroion by molecular dynamics simulations. In t
former study where a macroion was immovable, the st
quantities were obtained including the radial distribution p
files of counterions and coions moving in the Langevin th
mostat. Generally speaking, the radial profiles of charge d
sity and integrated charge are good indices of cha
inversion. However, it is not so when the charge inversion
around the threshold@a counterexample is Fig. 4~b! of this
paper#; namely, those ions forming the outskirts of the rad
distribution profile are not electrostatically bound to the m
roion complex and are left behind when the complex mo
in the solution. To separate the bound ions from the float
ones, the electrophoretic mobility problem in the expli
~particle! solvent was studied in the latter. We showed tha
macroion satisfying the charge inversion conditions drif
with adsorbed counterions and coions toward the exte
electric field, the direction of which agreed with the sign
inverted charge.

This paper adopts the dynamical~electrophoresis! model
and focuses on the following points. First, we address
asymmetry effects of the size and valence of counterions
coions. The radii of bare halogen atoms are large compa
to those of alkaline metals, which become eventually lar
1063-651X/2003/68~6!/061501~8!/$20.00 68 0615
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than the former after hydration. Second, we examine
charge inversion threshold in terms of the surface cha
density and monovalent salt for the macroions of spher
and cylindrical shapes@20#. The adsorption of cylindrical
macroions to a charged surface was previously stud
@8,10#. Instead, we deal with the charge inversion of a cyl
drical macroion by adsorption of counterions in the prese
of monovalent salt. The cylindrical macroion is shown to
more persistent to monovalent salt than the spherical ma
ion of the same radius and surface charge density.

In the dynamical study@13#, the average static quantitie
including the radial distribution profiles of ions and the stru
ture of the electrical double layer are not altered in the zer
order as far as the applied electric fieldE is much smaller
than the electric field produced by the macroion chargeE
!Q0 /eR0

2, which is a huge electric field realized by high
power short pulse lasers. Here,Q0 andR0 are macroion bare
charge and radius, respectively. We have confirmed this
excellent agreement of the integrated charge profiles betw
the runs with and without the applied electric field, in 3
accuracy for equal-sized coions and trivalent counteri
with the parameters of Fig. 2 in Sec. III. The net charge
the macroion complexQ* can be estimated if one makes u
of the force balance relation,Q* E2nV'0 or Q* 'nm,
wherem5V/E is the measured electrophoretic mobility an
n is the solvent friction. However, one needs to assume
friction for this conversion. The friction that acts on th
charged object in charge-neutral electrolyte solution is
enhanced one compared to the Stokesian friction becaus
velocity decay length is drastically shortened by screening
hydrodynamic interactions@21,22#. Despite this uncertainty
the observed mobility agreed qualitatively well with the n
charge scaling derived by the theory@10#.

Another issue of the dynamical study is that the Joule h
is produced by the applied electric field, which is transferr
to background neutral particles through collisions with t
ions. To drain the heat, we adopt a heat bath at the dom
boundary that is kept at a constant temperatureT. The ther-
mal bath screens hydrodynamic interactions and nullifies
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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momentum of the system on time average. However, i
emphasized that the electric field does not bring in mom
tum into the charge-neutral system, and that hydrodyna
interactions are weak compared to the electrostatic bind
forces and screened at short distances in the electrolyte
lution @21,22#. Momentum is not transported beyond this d
tance from the macroion toward the domain boundaries.
confirmed this fact by comparing the mobilities of two ru
with and without the heat bath~before heating became sig
nificant!, the results of which agreed very well within simu
lation errors~cf. Fig. 5 of Ref.@13#!. Thus, the heat bath doe
not affect our simulations.

This paper is organized as follows. The simulati
method and parameters are described in Sec. II. The ef
of asymmetric radii and valences of coions and counteri
on the charge inversion phenomenon are studied in Sec
The dynamical and static observables, i.e., electrophor
mobility and radial distribution functions of ions, are com
pared for the same runs, where good correspondences
found except around the charge inversion threshold. In S
IV, the effects of monovalent salt that exits as the base of
Z:1 counterions and coions are examined. There, a cylin
cal infinite macroion~occupying full length across the do
main! that can adsorb geometrically more counterions tha
spherical macroion of the same radius is introduced. T
cylindrical macroion is found to be more persistent
monovalent salt than the spherical macroion of the same
dius and surface charge density. Section V will be a summ
of this paper.

II. SIMULATION METHOD AND PARAMETERS

Simulation method and parameters for the present st
are described here. We take the system consisting of
macroion, many counterions, coions, and neutral partic
We solve the Newton equations of motion for each parti
with the Coulombic and Lennard-Jones potential forces
der a uniform applied electric fieldE (E.0). A large num-
ber of neutral particles are used to model the solvent of gi
temperature and to treat the interactions among the finite-
macroion, counterions, and coions.

The units of length, charge, and mass are,a, e, and m,
respectively. As is mentioned below, our choice of the te
perature corresponds toa;1.4 Å in water andm;40 amu.
A spherical macroion with radiusR055a, negative charge
Q0 between215e and281e, and mass 200m is surrounded
by theN1 number of counterions of a positive chargeZ1e
and the N2 coions of a negative charg
2Z2e. The corresponding surface charge density of
macroion is betweenssp50.048e/a2 (0.39 C/m2) and
0.26e/a2 (2.1 C/m2). A rod-shaped macroion is also used
Sec. IV whose surface charge density is betweens rod
50.04e/a2 (0.33 C/m2) and 0.08e/a2 (0.66 C/m2). The
system is maintained in overall charge neutrality,Q0
1N1Z1e2N2Z2e50. The radii of counterions and coion
area1 anda2, respectively, with the counterion radius b
ing fixed ata15a, and the radius of neutral particles isa/2.
The mass of the coions and counterions ism, and that ofN*
neutral particles ism/2, where we have in mind the wate
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molecule against that of K1 or Ca21 ions. However, the
mass is not involved as far as an equilibrium state is c
cerned. Approximately one neutral particle is distributed
every volume element (2.1a)3'(3 Å)3 inside the simulation
domain, excluding the locations already occupied by io
which typically yields 4000 neutral particles for the spheric
macroion of radiusR055a. These particles are placed in
cubic box of sizeL532a, with periodic boundary conditions
in all three directions.

Calculation of the Coulomb forces under the period
boundary conditions requires the charge sum in the first B
louin zone and their infinite number of mirror images~the
Ewald sum@23#!. The sum is calculated with the use of th
particle-paticle particle-mesh algorithm@24,25#. We use
(32)3 spatial meshes for the calculation of the recipro
space contributions to the Coulomb forces, with the cho
of the Ewald parametera'0.262 and the cutoff length 10a.

In addition to the Coulomb forces, the volume exclusi
effect among particles is introduced through the repuls
Lennard-Jones potentialfLJ54«@(A/r i j )

122(A/r i j )
6# for

r i j 5ur i2r j u<21/6A, andfLJ52« otherwise to exclude the
attraction part. Herer i is the position vector of thei-th par-
ticle, andA is the sum of the radii of two interacting pa
ticles. We relate« with the temperature by«5kBT, and
choosekBT5e2/5ea ~we assume spatially homogeneous
electric constante). The Bjerrum length is thuslB
5e2/ekBT55a, which impliesa'1.4 Å in water.

The initial states of the runs are prepared by random
positioning all the ions and neutral particles in the simulat
domain and giving them Maxwell-distributed random velo
ties. The Newton equations of motion are integrated with
use of the leapfrog method, which is equivalent to the Ve
algorithm @26#. The unit of time is t5aAm/«, and we
choose the integration time stepDt50.01t, wheret'1 ps
in real environments. The simulation runs are executed w
beyond the time when the dynamical property~the macroion
drift speed in this study! has become stationary, and only th
stationary part is used for data analysis. Under the elec
static and Lennard-Jones forces where the random forces
frictional forces are represented by particle solvent, typi
run times are between 2000t and 4000t ~some runs are con
tinued further to check the long term variability, but the r
sults fall within the error bars!.

As noted earlier, we can adopt the heat bath without s
effects for the present study with the neutral electrolyte s
vent. At the center of the heat bath the macroion is locate
every moment. The velocities of the neutral particles cro
ing the boundaries are refreshed according to the ther
distribution of the given temperature. Throughout this pap
the same normalization of the mobility m0

5v0 /(uQ00u/eR0
2)'21 (mm/sec)/(V/cm) is used, where

Q005280e, R055a, andv0 is the thermal speed of neutra
~solvent! particles.

III. THE EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRIC
COIONSÕCOUNTERIONS

The dependence of the electrophoretic mobility of a m
roion on the ratio of coion and counterion radiia2/a1 is
1-2
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shown in Fig. 1. The coion radius is varied between 0.5a and
2.5a for the fixed counterion radiusa15a, and the Bjerrum
length islB5e2/ekBT55a. The counterion valence isZ1

52 ~diamonds!, 3 ~circles!, and 5~squares!. The number of
monovalent coions isN2;60, which corresponds to th
density 1.831023/a3'1.1 mol/l, and that of the counterion
is determined by charge neutrality. The macroion with cha
Q05280e and radiusR055a has the surface charge dens
ssp;0.26e/a2 (2.1 C/m2). The electric field is E
50.1«/ae!Q0 /eR0

2 which ensures that the electrophore
occurs in the linear regime@13#.

Figure 1 shows that the mobility is reversed~positive! and
increases almost linearly with the ratioa2/a1. The mobility
peaks at the intermediate coion radiusa2/a1'1.5, beyond
which the mobility sharply decreases and flips to non
versed. The peak value of the reversed mobility ata2/a1

51.5 is 15 (mm/s)/(V/cm). The experiment with a sulpho
nated latex particle of the surface charge density 0.115 C2

yields saturated mobility 0.25 (mm/s)/(V/cm) for 50 mM/l
La(NO3)3 ~Fig. 6 of Ref.@17#!. Although exact comparison
of two results is difficult, the theory predicts@10# that net
charge Q* , hence the mobility, scales asQ* /R0

2

;s(RWS/lD);(Zescs)
1/2 for the weak Debye shielding re

gime, wherelD5(ekBT/8pcse
2)1/2 with cs the coion den-

sity, andRWS5(Ze/pssp)
1/2 is the Wigner-Seitz cell radius

This formula may be applicable because of weak late
screening on the macroion surface due to the absenc
coions there. The mobility of the former is expected to be
times that of the latter, whose agreement is fair despite
theory assumptions.

The cases with reversed mobility are characterized by
peaked radial distribution profile of the counterions localiz
on the macroion surface and strong association of co
with the counterions, as seen in Fig. 2~a!. The integrated

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.00.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
-0.8

-0.4

 0.0

 0.4

 0.8

 1.2

FIG. 1. The electrophoretic mobility of the macroionm is
shown against the ratio of coion and counterion radiia2/a1. The
counterion radius is fixed ata15a, and their valence isZ15 2
~diamonds!, 3 ~circles!, and 5~squares!. The surface charge densit
of the macroion isssp;0.26e/a2 ~2.1 C/m2) for the chargeQ05
280e and radiusR055a. Here, the normalization of the mobility
is m05v0 /(uQ0u/eR0

2)'21 (mm/s)/(V/cm) with v0 the thermal
speed of neutral particles. The number of monovalent coion
N2'60 (1.1 mol/l). The Bjerrum length islB55a.
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chargeQ(r ) in the inset is peaked and larger than the ne
trality uQ0u. By contrast, for the case of nonreversed mobil
at a252a in Fig. 2~b!, the aggregates made of one count
ion and a few condensed large coions distribute more ho
geneously apart from the macroion than for thea2/a151
case. The radial profile of the integrated charge is nearly
due to less concentrated counterions, thus the dynamical
static observables of charge inversion are consistent.
degradation of the mobility does not depend on the coun
ion valence nor is indexed to the coion and counterion in
action energyZ1Z2e2/e(a21a1) which is always larger
than thermal energykBT ~between 5 and 10 times forZ1

53). On the other hand, the volume fraction of the io
becomes significant, 4p@N2(a2)31N1(a1)3#/3L3;0.07
for a252a and 0.13 fora252.5a.

The increase in the mobility with coion radius arises fro
less amount of charge compensation by large coions du
geometrical avoidance on the counterion surface. This
consistent with the Monte Carlo simulation of charge inv
sion for the finite-size coions@7# and the condensation of th
Z:1 ions with the size asymmetry@27#. Our observation
shows that the degradation of the mobility for large coions
due to collisions; a part of adsorbed counterions are kic
out of the macroion surface whose return is hampered
delayed by large coions surrounding the macroion. This
contrary to the charge inversion enhancement by the
cluded volume ordering by large and symmetric coions a
counterions@28#.

The effect of asymmetric valences between counteri
and coions on the electrophoretic mobility is shown in Fig.
The coion valenceZ2 is varied for the fixed counterion va

is

FIG. 2. The radial distribution functions of charge densityrs of
counterions~solid bars! and coions~shaded bars! with the coion
radius~a! a25a and ~b! a252a are shown for the runs in Fig. 1
~the coion bars are enlarged by ten times!. The counterion radius is
a15a and valenceZ153. The insets show the integrated char
distribution Q(r )/uQ0u of the corresponding counterion and coio
charge densities.
1-3
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MOTOHIKO TANAKA PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061501 ~2003!
lence Z1 which is either divalent, trivalent, or tetravalen
The macroion surface charge density isssp;0.26e/a2

(2.1 C/m2) for the charge and radiusQ0;280e and R0
55a. The charge content carried by coions is kept the sa
such thatN25300/Z2, and that of the counterions is dete
mined by charge neutrality. The radii of the coions and co
terions are equal,a25a15a. The figure shows that the
mobility is reversed and largest for the monovalent coio
i.e., for the largest asymmetry with anyZ1 value. The mo-
bility gets larger as the valence of the counterions increa
from divalent, trivalent to tetravalent atZ251. As the de-
gree of the asymmetry decreases with the increase in c
valence, the magnitude of reversed mobility decreases
(Z2)21 until the two valences become nearly symmetr
Z1;Z2. The mobility remains reversed for the equal v
lence cases except forZ15Z251, as shown in Fig. 3, and
finally gets nonreversed for larger coion valences.

The charge inversion for divalent counterions and coio
is in line with the theory result of the hypernetted cha
mean spherical approximation integral equations@14#. The

0 1 2 3 4 5 60 1 2 3 4 5 6
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FIG. 3. The macroion mobility is shown against~a! the coion
valenceZ2 and ~b! the modified interaction energy of counterion
and coionsZ1Z2e2/2ega for the fixed counterion valences,Z1

52 ~triangles!, Z153 ~open circles!, and Z154 ~solid circles!.
The g factor is 1, 2, and 2.5 forZ152, 3 and 4, respectively
Coions and counterions are of the same radius,a25a15a, and the
temperature ise2/eakBT55 ~the Bjerrum lengthlB55a).
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radial distribution profile of the integrated charge is peak
Qpeak/Q0;1.4, and its trailing tail oscillates periodicall
around the neutrality as found previously@12,28#. Although
theZ15Z2 case resembles the Debye screening in the se
that the ratio of the macroion, counterion, and coion valen
is Q0 /Z:1:1, neither the Debye nor nonlinear Poisso
Boltzmann theory is applicable due to strong electrosta
interactions and charge inversion takes place.

The dynamical results of the mobility in Fig. 3 are com
pared with the static results in Fig. 4 that depicts the rad
distribution functions for trivalent counterions and the coio
with ~a! Z251 and~b! Z253. In panel~a!, the counterions
are strongly adsorbed to the macroion and the radial pro
of the integrated charge in the inset is peaked,uQpeak/Q0u
'1.6. Both the dynamical and static observables indic
strong charge inversion. It is counterintuitive, however, th
the maximum peak height of the integrated charge in F
4~b! is not proportional to the small mobility measured
Fig. 3. The integrated charge profile with a sharp dip after
first peak is usually associated with small reversed or non
versed mobilities. For crudely detecting the charge invers
statically, one has to count the number of the ions wh
binding potential to the complex is larger thankBT, which is
not trivial in data analysis of the molecular dynamics sim
lations.

IV. SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL MACROIONS
UNDER MONOVALENT SALT

We study in this section both the spherical and cylindri
macroions under the monovalent salt that exists as the
component to theZ:1 multivalent salt. Here, the trivalen

FIG. 4. The radial distribution functions of charge densityrs of
counterions~solid bars! and coions~shaded bars! with the coion
valence~a! Z251 and~b! Z253 are shown for the runs in Fig. 3
The counterion valence isZ153. The insets show the integrate
charge distributionQ(r )/uQ0u of the corresponding counterion an
coion charge densities.
1-4
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EFFECTS OF ASYMMETRIC SALT AND A CYLINDRICAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 061501 ~2003!
counterions (Z53) are called theZ ions, and other counte
rions and coions are monovalent. All these ions have eq
radiusa25a15a.

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the mobility of
spherical macroion against ionic strength of monovalent s
nsI52N11/L3, where N11 is the number of monovalen
counterions ~the same number of matching monovale
coions are present!. The N11550 salt ions correspond t
nsI;0.0031/a3 ~1.8 mol/l!, and the Debye screening leng
is 1.6a. The surface charge density for thestronglycharged
macroion withQ05281e ~filled and open squares! is ssp
;0.26e/a2, and that for theweaklycharged macroion with
Q05225e ~circles! is 0.08e/a2 (0.65 C/m2), both with the
radiusR055a. For these runs, the surface charge is at le
several times that of the salt ions contained in the surf
layer, ssp@ensIlD . The Guoy-Chapman length is eve
smaller,lGC5ekBT/2pZessp;0.13a for trivalent counteri-
ons andssp;0.26e/a2. The Wigner-Seitz cell radius for th
spherical macroion is

RWS5~Ze/pssp!
1/252R0~Ze/uQ0u!1/2. ~1!

This yields RWS;1.9a and 3.5a, respectively, for the
stronglyandweaklycharged macroions in Fig. 5. A series
the runs with spherical macroions of different bare char
Q0 reveals that the charge inversion threshold under the
monovalent salt isQ0;15e for R055a. This yields
Q0 /R0

2;0.6e/a2 and the surface charge density at t
threshold

ssp;0.048e/a2~0.39 C/m2!. ~2!

0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.010
-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

 0.0

 0.2

 0.4

 0.6

 0.8

 1.0

-0.8

-0.6

-0.4

-0.2

 0.0

 0.2

 0.4

 0.6

 0.8

 1.0

FIG. 5. The electrophoretic mobility of the spherical macroi
is shown against ionic strength of monovalent saltnsI ~the 1 mol/l
salt corresponds to 0.0017/a3). The surface charge density isssp

5Q0/4pR0
2;0.26e/a2, with excessZ ions ~filled squares! and

without excessZ ions ~open squares!. Also, the mobility for ssp

;0.080e/a2 with excess Z ions ~filled circles!. Here, m0

'21 (mm/s)/(V/cm).
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This agrees with our previous finding@13# that the threshold
of surface charge density isuQ0u/R0

2'0.5e/a2 for any com-
bination ofQ0 andR0. The correlation energy of the surfac
Z ions forming the Wigner-Seitz cell becomes at the thre
old

Z2e2/2eRWS;5kBT. ~3!

In Fig. 5, we see that the addition of small amount
monovalent salt enhances the reversed mobility for
strongly charged macroion with excessZ ions Nb

13510
~filled squares!. The mobility peaks atnsI;0.0015e/a2 ~0.83
mol/l!. However, further addition of monovalent salt who
charge concentration exceeds that of theZ ions in the bulk
screens the electric field and suppresses the charge inver
By extrapolation, the reversed mobility is expected to term
nate atnsI;0.013/a3 ~7.2 mol/l!. Even without the excessZ
ions for whichN135uQ0u/eZ, the addition of monovalen
salt induces the charge inversion~open squares; the fifth dat
point overlaps on the filled square!. On the other hand, for a
weakly charged macroion with excess trivalentZ ions Nb

13

510, the mobility is reversed at zero salt but decrea
monotonically with the salt ionic strength.

A close look at the ion distributions shows that the e
hancement of the mobility at thesmall salt ionic strength in
Fig. 5 is due to the rearrangement of ions to achieve glo
energy minimization rather than the adjustment of theZ ions
on the macroion surface. This is found in the radial distrib
tion functions of ions in Fig. 6~a!, and visually in the bird’s-

FIG. 6. The radial distribution functions of charge densityrs of
counterions~solid bars! and coions~shaded bars! are shown for~a!
the spherical macroion in Fig. 5 and~b! the cylindrical macroion in
Fig. 8, both with surface charge densitys50.08e/a2, radius R
55a, and salt ionic strengthnsI;0.006/a3 ~the coion bars are en
larged by three times!. The insets show the integrated charge dis
butionQ(r )/uQ0u of the corresponding counterion and coion char
densities.
1-5
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TABLE I. The dependence of mobilitym on the length, of the
cylindrical macroion with the radiusR55a that lies perpendicu-
larly to the applied electric field. The surface charge densitys rod

'0.08e/a2 gives the macroion chargeQrod5sS for the surface
area S52pR(2R1,). The number of coions isN2'90 and
monovalent salt is not present.

,/a 0 5 10 15 20

S/a2 314 471 628 785 942

uQrodu/e 25 38 50 63 75

m/m0 0.29 0.35 0.34 0.31 0.30

FIG. 7. ~Color! The bird’s-eye views of all ion species ar
shown for the spherical macroion with~top! and without~bottom!
the excessZ ions for the surface charge densityssp;0.26e/a2 of
Fig. 5. The trivalent and monovalent counterions are drawn in
and yellow, respectively, and the monovalent coions in gr
~nearly 4000 solvent particles are not drawn!.
06150
eye view plot in Fig. 7. For the case with excessZ ions,
almost all theZ ions are adsorbed to the macroion, wh
monovalent salt ions including counterions are located a
from the macroion surface. For the case without the exceZ
ions, both trivalent and monovalent counterions are adsor
to the macroion, but the coions are absent in the vicinity
the macroion. Thus, the lateral screening on the macro
surface should not be significant. The theory of charge inv
sion @10# predicts enhancement of overcharging by mono
lent salt. However, the theory heavily relies on the screen
of surfaceZ ion correlations beyond the nearest neighb
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FIG. 8. The electrophoretic mobility of the rod-shaped macro
is shown against ionic strength of monovalent saltnsI . The macro-
ion is aninfinite rod with the radiusRrod55a. The surface charge
density iss rod;0.08e/a2 ~filled circles!, 0.06e/a2 ~open circles!,
and 0.04e/a2 ~filled squares!, which correspond to 0.66 C/m2,
0.49 C/m2 and 0.33 C/m2, respectively. The normalization of th
mobility is m0'21 (mm/s)/(V/cm).

FIG. 9. ~Color! The bird’s-eye view of the cylindrical macroion
and other ions located within 4a from the macroion surface is
shown for the run in Fig. 8. The surface charge density iss
50.08e/a2 (0.66 C/m2) and salt ionic strength isnsI;0.006/a3

(3.6 mol/l). The trivalent and monovalent counterions are drawn
red and yellow, respectively, and the monovalent coions in gr
~solvent particles are not drawn!.
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cells, and the predicted overcharging occurs in the limi
regime.

We interpret that the aforementioned rapid decrease in
mobility with salt ionic strength for the weakly charged ma
roion is due to the finite radius of the spherical macroio
namely, a number ofZ ions adsorbed on the small surface
the macroion may not be sufficient to maintain electrosta
correlations and overcome thermal fluctuations.

Therefore, the rest of this paper is devoted to the cha
inversion of a cylindrical macroion. Here, the macroion
assumed to be a rod of finite radiusRrod and infinite length,
occupying the full length across the domain, and that it l
perpendicularly to the applied electric field for the ease of
simulation. It is remarked that a polyelectrolyte chain ten
to align along the electric field due to the polarization effe
@29#. However, the orientation of the rod may be of the s
ond importance in the case of a nondeformable rod macro
since the counterion adsorption by the macroion is not m
altered as far as the applied electric field is weak compa
to the local electric field produced by the macroion,E
!Qrod /eRrodL.

Before other results are shown, the dependence of
mobility on the length of the rod is examined. Table I su
marizes the mobility for the finite length rod which has t
cylinder length, and is capped by two semispheres of rad
R at each end. The surface area of the macroion isS
52pR(2R1,), and the fixed surface charge densitys rod
'0.08e/a2 determines the macroion chargeQrod . The ,
50 case is a spherical macroion. The surface electric fie
at the center and tips of the rod are thus almost the same
different rods. The mass of each rod is varied such that
ratioQrod /Mrod'const. although the rod mass should not
involved in the equilibrium drift speed and the mobilit
Table I shows that the mobility slightly increases for a sh
rod compared to the spherical macroion but becomes ne
insensitive to the length of the rod for,/Rrod>3, if the
surface charge density is maintained and the monovalent
is not present. This rod length may indicate the transit
from the three-dimensional to two-dimensional regime of
cylindrical macroion.

The charges of theinfinite rod macroions in Fig. 8 are
Qrod5280e ~filled circles!, 260e ~open circles!, and
240e ~filled squares!. The surface charge densities of the
macroions ares rod5uQrodu/2pRrodL;0.08e/a2, 0.06e/a2,
and 0.04e/a2, respectively, which correspond to 0.66 C/m2,
0.49 C/m2, and 0.33 C/m2. For reference, the surface char
density of the DNA is 0.19 C/m2. The number ofZ ions is
adjusted asN13'uQrodu/eZ130. The Manning paramete
jM5lBQrod /eL @30# for these rods is between 3.9 and 7
and counterion condensation is expected which, howe
does not affect the shape of the rigid-rod macroion. We
again that the reversed mobility for the cylindrical macroi
is enhanced by the addition of small amount of monoval
salt, similar to the strongly charged spherical macroion
Fig. 5. The mobility fors rod50.08e/a2 is still reversed at
nsI;0.008/a3. Thus, the rod-shaped macroion is more p
sistent to monovalent salt than the spherical macroion of
same radius and surface charge density. The mobility of
macroion withs rod50.04e/a2 is not reversed, whose su
06150
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face charge density is twice as large compared to that of
DNA. However, the polyelectrolyte counterions can help
overcharge the macroion@31,32,33#.

We compare in Fig. 6 the radial distribution functions
the spherical and cylindrical macroions of Figs. 5 and 8 u
der the same condition. The surface charge density for th
macroions iss;0.08e/a2, radius R55a, and salt ionic
strengthnsI;0.006/a3. The peaks of the counterion charg
density are of the same height for these cases, but the ma
difference is that the monovalent counterions and coions
more closely concentrated to the cylindrical macroion than
the spherical macroion. Consequently, for the latter with n
reversed mobility, two dips below the neutrality occur in t
trailing tail of the integrated charge profile in Fig. 6~a!. For
the former with reversed mobility, there is only one and we
defined peak in the integrated charge profile of Fig. 6~b!,
which reveals a strong binding of ions to the cylindrical ma
roion. This case is associated with a well-developed late
network ofZ ions on the surface of the macroion, as sho
in the bird’s-eye view in Fig. 9. Majority~70%! of theZ ions
are adsorbed on this rod macroion surface, which is m
than sufficient for charge neutralization. Also a small fracti
~20%! of the monovalent counterions are adsorbed to
macroion, unlike the case of the spherical macroion of
same condition. Thus, the network is better packed by
counterions, which makes the surface ions less susceptib
thermal fluctuations and desorption. This supports more
sistence of the rod-shaped macroion to monovalent salt
the spherical macroion of the same radius and surface ch
density.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, the charge inversion phenomenon was s
ied by electrophoresis, with a focus on the effect of t
asymmetric salt in size and valence, and the threshold
surface charge density of the macroion for both the spher
and cylindrical macroions. The criteria for the charge inv
sion obtained by the electrophoretic mobility and the rad
distribution functions of ions coincided except around t
charge inversion threshold.

First, large coions compared to the counterions playe
positive role in enhancing the charge inversion, while t
coions with larger valence than the counterions playe
negative role. More specifically, the reversed mobility star
at nearly null for very small coion radius, increased linea
with the ratio of the coion to counterion radii up toa2/a1

'1.5. Beyond this value, the mobility decreased sharply d
to large volume fraction of the coions and destruction of
complex by collisions. On the other hand, the mobility w
reversed and largest for the monovalent coions, i.e., for
largest asymmetry of valences. The reversed mobility
creased with the ratio of the coion to counterion valen
Z2/Z1, and flipped to normal~nonreversed! for the coion
valence exceeding that of the counterions. The mobility w
reversed for divalent counterions and coions.

Second, the addition of monovalent salt enhanced
versed mobility for a strongly charged macroion at sm
ionic strength. This was due to global minimization of th
1-7
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electrolyte energy, and not only due to the local adjustm
of ions on the macroion surface. On the other hand, a la
amount of monovalent salt screened the electrostatic inte
tions and suppressed charge inversion. For a weakly cha
macroion, the enhancement regime was not detected an
versed mobility decreased monotonically with the increas
the monovalent salt concentration.

Third, the threshold of surface charge density under
monovalent salt was examined. TheZ ion ~multivalent coun-
terion! correlation energy at the threshold was several tim
of the thermal energy, Eq.~3!. A cylindrical macroion at-
tracted counterions and coions more closely to its vicin
formed a well-packed network of the counterions, and w
n,

hy

v

hy
z-

d.
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more persistent to the monovalent salt than the spher
macroion of the same radius and surface charge density
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